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Our vision started in 2008 and was simple: to offer the brightest, 
high-performance marine lighting systems.

We design and build fully integrated lighting systems for every 
kind of craft, that create the most beautiful and personalised smart 
lighting effects, above and below the waterline.

Innovation is key to everything we do

Lumishore is the World’s  most trusted name
in marine LED lighting 

It’s what makes us different and keeps us pushing our boundaries  
and standards even further, year after year.
 
It all starts with innovation, and with you, our customer, 
understanding your needs, anticipating how they may change and 
how we can innovate to stay ahead and exceed your expectations. 
 
Dedication and attention to detail resonates deeply with our world 
class engineering experts, who ensure that we remain at the 
forefront of marine lighting innovation.
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The perfect choice for those searching for beautiful connected 
above water lighting which is simple to install and offers fantastic 
value for money.   

Transform your leisure boat in an instant with single and dual 
color; Neon flex, Strip Lights, Downlights, Courtesy Lights, Flood 
and Spotlights. Every light within the collection is dimmable as 
standard, allowing you to find the perfect brightness for the 
mood you want to set. 

Ingeniously built for boats where interior space is a precious 
commodity; sport trailers, center consoles,  tenders and fishing 
boats. 

ECLIPSE delivers affordable, easy to install lighting control and 
a level of quality that sets it apart from the competitors. Created 
with the same passion, dedication and assurance of Lumishore 
reliability.
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When quality, performance and value count... 
ECLIPSE outshines the competition!

The ECLIPSE Lighting Collection



ECLIPSE Neon Flex Lights
The ultimate linear lighting solution, offering beautiful 
dot-free illumination onboard. 

Fully waterproof, IP68 protected and suitable for both 
indoor and outdoor installation, ECLIPSE Neon Flex is 
perfect for decorative and accent lighting purposes. It’s 
bend-flex allows it to contour and adjust around curved 
surfaces - ideal for under gunwales, cabin headliners and 
T-tops.

Available in single color blue or white, or dual color blue 
and white and in 3 convenient sizes providing incredible 
flexibility.
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                                   ECLIPSE Neon Flex Lights SNL100
Colors        Blue         |       White        |    Blue and White 
Ingress Protection
Number of LEDs
Supply Voltage 12 V DC Only (10-15 V DC)
Max Current Draw 
12/24V DC
Installation  
location
Mechanical  
installation

Cut to length (in 25mm steps) and seal before install. Stain-
less steel screw clips for mounting.

0.5A (6W/m)

1m, 2.5m and 5mLengths available

Exterior/ partially covered areas/ interior/ above water only

ON/OFF Switch or ECLIPSE Command Center

IP68
60 per meter

Control Options
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ECLIPSE Strip Lights
Perfect for adding subtle decorative effects to any 
craft and indirectly lighting spaces, while remaining 
mostly hidden. They can be integrated into 
gunwales, under furniture, behind ceiling panels and 
more.

Available in single color blue or white, and dual color 
blue and white and in 3 convenient sizes, providing 
incredible flexibility. 

Lumishore’s high quality, high output, ECLIPSE 
Strip Lights are fully encapsulated and potted and 
resistant to water.

www.lumishore.com
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                                              ECLIPSE Strip Lights SL100

Number of LEDs
Ingress Protection                  
Supply Voltage 12 V DC Only (10-15 V DC)
Max Current Draw  
12/24V DC
Installation location            

Mechanical installation          Cut to length (in 50mm steps) and seal before install. 
Stainless steel screw clips for mounting.

Lengths available 1m, 2.5m and 5m

Control Options

Exterior/ partially covered areas/ interior/ above water only

IP68

Colors Blue            |             White        |          Blue and White
60 per meter

0.5A (6W/m)

ON/OFF Switch or ECLIPSE Command Center
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ECLIPSE Downlights

Lumishore’s ECLIPSE Downlights provide excellent illumination to enhance a 
variety of indoor or outdoor overhead spaces onboard.
 
Constructed of a durable aluminium body with a glass front, completely water 
sealed and IP67 rated. Simple to install with a 2 wire hookup and a shallow 
depth profile of only 21mm (0.83”).

Available in single color blue or white, or dual color blue white. Choose from a 
black or white finish to complement your boats aesthetic. 

 

www.lumishore.com



                             ECLIPSE Downlights DL55
Colors

Ingress Protection IP67
Supply Voltage 12 V DC Only (10-15 V DC)
Max Current Draw 
12/24V DC

                                

Installation location
Mechanical installation Stainless steel spring clips, marine adhesive (optional)
Control Options
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       Blue       |      White     |    Blue and White

                0.4AA

Exterior/ partially covered areas/ interior/ above water only

ON/OFF Switch or ECLIPSE Command Center
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ECLIPSE Courtesy Lights

Increase onboard passenger safety and improve your overall boating experience. 
ECLIPSE Courtesy Lights are great for illuminating walkways, stairwells, helm 
stations and other design elements of a boat. 

Constructed of a durable clear acrylic body, completely water sealed and IP67 
rated. Available in single color blue or white, and dual color blue and white. 

Measuring 33mm (1.3”) in diameter, ECLIPSE Courtesy Lights are small, discreet 
and easy to install with a 2 wire hookup, flush mountable and fit almost anywhere 
onboard.

 

 

www.lumishore.com
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                    ECLIPSE Courtesy Lights CL30
Colors

Ingress Protection
Supply Voltage
Max Current Draw 
12/24V DC
Installation location
Mechanical  
installation

 

0.1A

Blue        |         White      |      Blue and White

IP67
10.5 - 31 V DC   

Exterior/ partially covered areas/ interior/ above water only

Panel mount (recessed marine adhesive)

ON/OFF Switch or ECLIPSE Command CenterControl Options
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ECLIPSE Flood Lights
ECLIPSE Flood Lights generate powerful crisp white light to illuminate the hardest to see places 
onboard. Ultra-wide reaching oval beams of 70° - 90°, for full coverage and custom diffusion 
optics. 

Perfect for deck, cockpit lighting, or for general security purposes, Lumishore’s low profile 
articulating flood lights are ideal for exterior mounting on cabin tops, T-tops, arches, transoms 
and radar pedestals. Available in 4” and 18” models.

Designed to withstand the harshest marine environments, with a IP68 rating, and in marine-grade 
powder coated aluminium housing. 

                               
Colors White 
Sizes available
Ingress Protection
Supply Voltage 10.5 - 31 V DC
Max Current Draw 12/24V DC

Beam angle
Fixture lumens
Case construction
Mechanical installation Stainless Steel Fixing Brackets

Powder coated marine grade aluminium

4” - 1.7 A/0.9 A   |   18” -  9.2 A/4.6 A

IP68

ECLIPSE Flood Lights

4”         |         18”

70° - 90° oval 
             4”  - 1,500   |   18” - 10,000
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ON/OFF Switch or ECLIPSE Command CenterControl Options
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ECLIPSE Spotlights

Designed to offer a high-intensity light source, covering a wide spread area. ECLIPSE Spotlights 
generate powerful crisp, white (5000 K) light to illuminate the hardest to see places. Available in 
20”, 30”, 40” and 50” models, allowing for versatile placement onboard.

Designed to withstand extreme marine environments, completely water tight (IP68 compliant) 
and constructed with marine-grade powder coated aluminium. These sleek, low profile spotlights 
enhance your boat’s fit-out, even when not in use. Suitable for T-Tops, helm roofs, fishing towers 
and bow platforms.

Colors White
Ingress  
Protection
Sizes available
Max Current Draw 
12/24V DC
Supply Voltage 10.5 - 31 V DC
Fixture Lumens

Mechanical  
Installation
Control Options

IP68

ECLIPSE Spotlights

Stainless steel fixing brackets
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        20”    |      

12.8 A/6.4 A     |   19.3 A/9.6 A   |   25.7 A/12.8 A   |  32 A/16 A

        30”          |         40”            |         50”             

15,000   |   23,760       |   31,680         |     39,600

ON/OFF Switch or ECLIPSE Command Center
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The ECLIPSE Command Center allows seamless integration and 
control of your ECLIPSE lights via your MFD. This is the World’s 
first ultra-compact box to include built in drivers and zones for 
multiple types of lights. It delivers cost effective, space saving, 
easy to install lighting control and a  level of quality that sets 
it apart from the competition.

The Command Center has 3 built-in configurable lighting zones 
that can each be set up to control your ECLIPSE lights. Expansion 
modules available to increase that capability to up to 6 zones. 

ECLIPSE Command Center

ECLIPSE Expansion Modules

Easily expand your ECLIPSE lighting system with expansion 
modules. Extending and expanding is as easy as plugging it in 
and selecting what type of light you would like to control! 

With 1 and 2 zone expansion models available, you can have up 
to 6 zones in your ECLIPSE lighting system:

   Transom            Gunwales            T-Top
Hardtop

ZONE 1                ZONE 2               ZONE 3                 ZONE 4 

Front 
Cockpit

ECLIPSE Command Center
ECLIPSE 

Expansion 
Module 1 Zone

Underwater 
Lights

Courtesy 
Lights

Neon Flex 
Lights

Strip 
Lights

   Transom            Gunwales            T-Top
Hardtop

ZONE 1                ZONE 2               ZONE 3                 ZONE 4         ZONE 5

Front 
Cockpit

ECLIPSE Command Center
ECLIPSE 

Expansion Module 
2 Zones

Underwater 
Lights

Courtesy 
Lights

Neon Flex 
Lights

Strip 
Lights

T-Top 
Hardtop

Flood 
Lights

Expansion Module - 1 Zone Expansion Module - 2 Zones
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Control your ECLIPSE lighting zones via a simple switch. 

The ECLIPSE Command Center features built-in Wi-Fi which allows for direct smart 
device connectivity. Connect to compatible MFDs* via an ethernet port. Lumishore’s 
intuitive interface makes accessing and managing your lighting zones simple!

Control your ECLIPSE lights your way

*Currently compatible with major MFD manufacturers - Garmin,  Raymarine, Simrad, B&G, Furuno, 
Johnson Outdoors and Lowrance. Visit www.lumishore.com for a full list of models.
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Unit D12, Upper Fforest Way, Swansea Enterprise 
Park, Swansea, SA6 8QR

+44(0)1792 398500  |  sales@Lumishore.com

7127 24th Court East, Sarasota, FL 34243, USA
(941) 405-3302  |  sales@LumishoreUSA.com

www.lumishore.com


